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Poetic Discourse and Performance Text:
Toward a Semiotics of the Comedia
by

Edward H. Friedman
Arizona Slate University

" .. . to read the sign is not only to understand its function in the aesthetic or ficlional ensemble to the exclusion of the outside world, it is to seek the link between
the sign and the referer, the aesthetic and the political,
delirium and deliverance.'
Patrice Pavis, Languages of the Stage
Recent theoretical models call into question the critical act, not only the
validity of a determined approach but the legitimacy of interpretation itself.
Philo ophers and human scientists such as Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida may cause concern among scholars, first because they threaten to destroy
the traditional critical edifice and all of its foundations and secondly because
(in their most extreme pronouncements) they tend to discourage the rebuilding
of the now-decentered verbal domains. Theater semiotics is an especially attractive compromise, given that it seeks to amplify analytical possibilities while
offering an innovative method that is neither self-destructive nor selfdestructing. From the Prague Structuralists' investigation of the theatrical sign
to current semiotic approaches to drama, critics have redefined the scope and
the aims of their enterprise-an open, productive, and problematic enterprise.
This paper will consider the implications of the semiotic model on comedia
cholarship in general and on three plays in particular.
The initial obstacle 10 a semiotics of drama is the definition of the object of
study. There are several options: the written text, the performance text both
potential and actualized, and systems of texts and of performances. A dramatist creates a text, which may take the form of a stage enunciation according to
a metatext "written" by a director and his team of actors and technicians and
received by a spectator who confronts and interacts with the stage figuration,
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simultaneously a semiotic structure and a semantic event. 1 ln Languages of the
Stage, Patrice Pavis states that "contrary to the usual belief which opposes the
text to be spoken and the stage metatext (often called the text of the mise en
scene), it would be preferable to see how text and stage meta text are embedded
in each other, [how) each of them informs and revitalizes the other."' According to Richard Hornby, "the process by which a text is realized is a transformation, but it is essentially a transformation into itself. When a playscript is
performed, it is not carried over directly, nor is il altered; it is fulfilled."'
Thus, via Pavis, the discourse of the mise en scene "transcends the opposition
between the spoken and the visual, since it organizes the fable into a sequence
of verbal and stage actions according to a global and dialectical meaning established between text and performance. This is the very source of the production
of theatrical meaning, the consonance of telling and doing."• Anne Ubersfeld'
reduces the act of theatrical communication to the equation T + T 1 =P , where
T is text, P performance, and T 1 the text that provides the answers to the questions posed by the gaps left in T . The bottom line of the search for an object is,
then, a view of text as a function of performance and performance as a function of text, extending from cript through aesthetic response.
Influenced by Russian Formalist poetics and Saussurian structural linguistics, the writings of the Prague school develop the basis for a semiotics of
drama. Jan Mukarovsky identifies the work of art - for example, a theatrical
performance-as the semiotic unit whose signifier is the ensemble of material
elements and whose signified is the aesthetic object residing in the collective
consciousness of the public. In this sense, as Keir Elam notes, the performance
text becomes a macro-sign, its meaning constituted by its total effect. Analy is
begins with an identification of the micro-signs or network of signifying systems that comprise the performance text. A statement by Mukarov ky's colleague Jiri Veltrusky becomes the lemma of theater semiotics: "All that is on
the stage is a sign." 6 The previously privileged dramatic text forms part of a
complex series of codes-linguistic, gestural, spatial, scenographic, illuminational-operating dynamically in performance and potentially in the act of
reading. The best-known formulation of these codes is the thirteen-unit system
of the Polish semiotician Tadeus:z Kowsan, who consider all signs in the
theater artificial as opposed to natural. 7 Patrice Pavis advocates a semiology
of theater ba ed not on the adding together of signs (or minimal units), but on
the isolation of "an ensemble of signs forming a Gestalt pattern, with overall
significance." Following Umberto Eco, he stresses the signifying function,
"where the sign is conceived of as the result of a semiosis- that is, of a correlation and a reciprocal presuppo ition between the level of expression (the
Saussurian signifier) and the level of content (the Saussurian signified). This
correlation is not a given fact from the start, but emerges from the 'readerly' production reading of the director and the 'productive' reading of the
spectator. " 1
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The following passage from Pavis's article, "Semiology and the Vocabulary
of Theatre," both defines the model and indicates the dialectical relationship
between the code :
Semiology investigates the signifying oppositions between signs belonging to different systems; it makes
codes binary, suggests a hierarchy between materials at
a given point in the performance. The taging stresses
certain signs and fatally distances others, it 'punctuates'
the performance through the lighting system and halts
in the performance, and it isolates sequences. It observes the phase displacements between scenic systems
and enjoys the awarenes of these differential shifts,
such as a text 'contradicted' by music or intonation, a
setting that refuses to express minimal meaning unless
clarified by text and acting, etc. Semiology is concerned
with the discourse of staging, with the way in which the
performance is marked out by the sequence of events,
by the dialogues and the visual and musical elements. It
investigates the organization of the 'performance text' that is, the way in which it is structured and divided .. ..
Semiology operates sometimes on the level of paradigm
(analyses of the whole system at a given moment), sometimes of syntagm {evolution of the system throughout
the performance). It lets itself be guided by the search
for new thematic isotopies: elements that are redundant
or correlated which are put into perspective o as to
authorize a coherent reading of the performance.•
One can synthesize Pavis's argument-while maintaining its dialectical
base-by saying that a dramatic text and a theatrical performance are at the
ame time underdetermined and overdetermined, containing ambiguities and
indeterminacies despite what Roland Barthes has called "a density of signs. " 10
Some of the gaps may be filled in by the director and the spectator, but others
remain part of the final "text." I would agree wholeheartedly with Hornby's
po ition that "a playscript is not a problem to be solved; it is rather something
to be fully realized in performance, which means problems included. ...
'Warts and all' should be the motto for those producing clas ical playscripts." 11
Within the comprehensive perspective, the multiple signifying systems produce
a shifting and unlimited number of meanings in the performance continuum.
Overdetermination -or overcoding-derives from a consistency or repetition
of markers in the enunciation. These markers are the source of thematic isotopies, theoretical constructs derived from A. J. Oreimas's structural semantics
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and aimed at di cerning the focal point or coherence of a text-performance
through definable relationships from within the density of signs." The isotopy makes possible a reading that conforms to (and gives form 10) direct
textual evidence.
If the isotopies function 10 convey meaning to a spe-etator, it is because the
director's metatext - following the markers of the dramatist's text-contain
what the Prague chool designates as a "dynamic hierarchy of elements." '' The
performance, like a critical reading, involves interpretation of sign from clues
or patterns in the signifying systems. Interpretation becomes a feature of performance through foregrounding of those elements deemed mo t crucial to the
dramatic message. A common means of foregrounding involves framing a segment of the performance to call attention to it. This device - which Pavis has
called punctuation-relates to the Russian Formalist term oslranenie (defamiliarization), a self-conscious process in which the object of reference is transformed into an aesthetic object to be perceived according to the rules of art,
thereby prioritizing both semiosis and mes age." The goal of a so-called
"faithful" performance text would be a transferal of the implied significance of
the written text to the modes of the other signifying systems, to the extent that
text as analogue corresponds to performance as analogue. At the center of the
critical act-or, more properly, at the beginning and the end-is the determination of the isotopy or unifying principle, a means of identifying the implied
source of structure as the starting point of analysis. The concept of the isotopy
incorporates a standard critical principle into the realm of staging, the actualization of the written text, thus offering additional codes and dialectical possibilities for the reader, the director, and the pectator. The notion is sublimely
paradoxical in its application to the theater because its existence precedes and
determines performance, because the critical process invades the dramatic
product, and because to be true to itself the acknowledgment of an isotopy
cannot interfere with the openness of the performance text. The point of
departure and the end point in the formulation of a metatext are lingui tic
signs that lead to and complement the ignifying systems of the stage.
Semiotics, in short, does not give us new signs for old, but more sign and
greater flexibility in the critical systems. How does the semiotic approach help
to illuminate the Spanish comedia? Of primary importance is the place of performance, traditionally neglected in comedia criticism. El Pinciano's Philosophfa antigua po~lica and Lope de Vega's Arie nuevo de hacer comedias,
among other theoretical treatises, address themselves to paralinguistic and
non-linguistic codes, and the Arie nuevo makes dramatic convention a function of aesthetic response. Studies of stagecraft by such scholars as Rennert,
Shoemaker, Shergold, Varey, Arr6niz, and Allen can aid in the establishment
of performance texts to complement the written texts and 10 enrich the crirical
corpus. " Recent essays by William R. Blue and Angel Valbuena Brione
employ the lessons and the lexicon of semiotics, evidenced most re oundingly
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in the production of a Calderonian opera by Matthew troud . 16 To indicate an
application of semiotic principles, I will briefly outline strategies of foregrounding in Lope's El caballero de Olmedo, Cervantes' Numancia, and Calder6n's La vida es sueflo. The plays offer, respectively, foregrounding of the
word, a synthesis of word and action, and foregrounding of ymbolic action.
The choice of a particular reading establishes the direction of the performance
text .
The unifying principle of the text - and the tructuring agent of the metatext - of El caballero de Olmedo is the exploration of linguistic multiperspectivism through the exaltation of metaphorical language. The play's movement
consists of actualizing the protagonist's figurative discourse: Don Alonso complies with his poetic destiny and dies of love. Death here is the successful completion of an implied verbal and intenextual contract rather than a "real"
death or the death or a life-like character." The principal markers for this
reading are the intertextual codes that operate in the play to focus on a literary
legacy and away from objective reality. The legacy includes the courtly love
tradition, Petrarchan imagery, and La Celesrina. IL is significant that we know
how Don Alonso writes because we cannot help but notice that he peaks in the
ame derivative and conventional way. He has no voice of his own, but echoes
the voices of his poetic predecessors. Not only is he the intertextual object par
excellence but the knight as (to use a Derridean term) logocemrist. Like other
characters in the play, Don Alonso seems committed to recreate the plot of La
Celestina, inventing obstacle and refusing to heed- or "read" - the signs of
imminent death. The language of El caballero de Olmedo is self-referential,
death-ob e sed, and ironic; it is duplicitously literal. The predominant motif is
vision, the predominant dialectic is the interplay between sight and blindness,
and the predominant strategy is a paradoxical favoring or the spoken over the
visual. Seeing in the play take the form of speeches about eyes and allusions
to beauty, expressed in a stylized and borrowed diction that erects a barrier of
orts between true human feeling and tragic action. Don Alon o's dream
vision, for example, would be more poignant if it did not seem to be a carbon
copy of Doifa Aida's vi ion in the popular ballad, replete with optimism
countered by death.
Rather than a mimetic version of objective reality, the play presents a diegetic version of literary reality. It tells rather than shows and in the telling
moves progressively inward to the depths of intertextuality and a purely verbal
reality. The pectator is witness to the subordination of action to word in a text
which converts spectacle into linguistic event, highlighting poetic discourse in
two opposing realms: the visual pace of the theater and the conventionally
poetic medium of Golden Age drama. The non-verbal signs in El caballero de
Olmedo-including the green ribbon from Doila Ines' slipper, Don Rodrigo's
fall from his horse, the deadman's t.oolh coveted by Fabia-complement the
linguistic signs of fal e hope, ironic death, and intertextuality. The play's
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structure is the ultimate case of privileging the metaphor, for the denouement relinquishes the conventional comic ending at the hands of discur ive
determinism.
The performance text for this reading of El caballero de Olmedo would
strive to foreground all elemenlS that would promote the intertextual codes
and the literary identity of the characters, to let poetry take ilS course at the
expense of pathos and to make all signifying system a function of speech. Performances would avoid the tragic and the burle que, attempting to foreground
the self-consciou ly literary nature of the text and using action and gesture to
punctuate discour e. The movement from one poetic field to another may find
a patial analogue in the depiction of the distance between Medina and
Olmedo, with the dramatic action occurring decisively in stage center, stage
left, or stage right. Since the main characters are figuratively blind, despite
their almost ob e sive references to sight, the Lighting (in a contemporary
theater, if not in the corrales) could reflect this condition by avoiding full
brightness until the very end.
Because Lope's play accentuates the word and ironicaJJy subordinates
vision-that is, suppresses tho e elements that may be considered mot
wtheatrical" - the performance text may take advantage of what Pavi refers to
as contradictory code . Some contrapuntal elements are explicit in the written
text, as, for example, Fabia's metatheatrical appearance as a religious figure.
Others may be realized on stage. Don Alonso's gestures could be as conventional and mannered as his discourse, and the actor could avoid eye contact
with those around him in order 10 stress the figurative blindness that engulfs
Don Alonso. Don Rodrigo's viUainy could also be expres ed poeticalJy, with
emphasis on the declamatory nature of his speeches and the archetypal nature
of his actions. Rather than a tortured soul, he is a poetic necessity; if Don
Alonso must die for love, Don Rodrigo must kill for love. The ending relates
not so much 10 Aristotelian catharsis as to Brechtian detachment, in that Dofta
Ines as the object of passion exists as a pretext for the contemplation of an aesthetic object, a linguistic artifice. The play's final scene is a key source of irony.
Don Pedro's acceptance of Don Alonso as a pro pective son-in-law demonstrates the self-created obstacles to love, and the ervant Tello's description of
his master's death restates the eye imagery of Don Alonso, the phoenix imagery of Doi'la Ines, and the life/death rhetoric of metaphor. Tello' speech is an
imitation of an imitation. Like hi master, he verbalizes the visual, resurrecting
not the flesh but the poetic spirit of the martyr of love. Never anything but his
words, Don Alonso lives on because his discourse survive .
The unifying principle of La Numancia is the paradoxical victory in defeat
of the Numantines in their conflict against the Romans. 11 Able to manipulate
the past from the vantage point of the present, Cervantes trealS the spiritual
victory in a dramatic present and in a precognitive future that links the
Numantine with the sixteenth-century Spanish Catholic. The destruction of
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umancia becomes not only a triumph but a ign of future imperial greatness.
The primary strategy of lhe text-and the primary foregrounding device of the
metatext-is the shift from a linguistic, spatial, and temporal balance to a
meaningful imbalance.
The early scenes of the play project lhe rigors of battle, moving from lhe
Roman camp to the town. The two groups share equally dramatic space and
time, and there are marked similarities in lheir poetic discourse. Progressively,
however, this balanced space is converted into a dialectical space by markers
which enhance lhe paradox. Spectator familiarity with lhe general history of
umancia makes lhe dramatic equilibrium an illusion, a source of irony. This
irony extends 10 discourse: the Roman general Scipio, in berating his soldiers,
prai es Numantine valor, uses figuratively lhe term ardiente llama, and insists
lhat he will not rest while there is still one Spaniard living in Numancia. (In the
last scene of lhe play, Scipio will beg Bariato- the sole survivor of the destructive fire-not 10 commit suicide.) The presentation of the umantines provides
an emblematic framing of the heroic events, as representative types emerge
from the collective grouping: the community leader, the gallant warrior, lhe
protective mother, the town beauty, all willing to sacrifice themselves for a
cause and all icons of the Numantine spirit. Like Don Quijote, lhe umantines
possess a historical self-consciousness; they realize that history will resurrect
lhem-will make them immortal-and the allegorical figures of lhe play
validate this faith and extend the iconicity.
The movement toward dialectical opposition would serve as the basis of a
performance text for this reading of La Numancia. lf the Romans and lhe
Numantines are initially accorded equal space on stage, then speech-at first
notably similar, then subtly weighted in favor of the umamines-introduces
lhe rupture that will lead 10 spiritual and historical glory. At this point the
emblematic tableaux-figurations of the present and prefigurations of the
future-synthesize discourse and action. The language of La Numancia effects
a disproportion that is intensified by the presentation of acts of umantine
bravery and by the prophecie of the personified Spain. In staging, the complex of signifying systems would work to under core the situational, temporal,
and linguistic irony, which transform Scipio's firme t wish-the death of the
last citizen- into the culmination of Numantine heroi m and the emblem of its
fame. Ironic discourse and a sense of history merge with symbolic action to
reify the paradox.
Lighting may be a central feature of the performance text of La Numancia.
Becau e Cervantes employs an anachronistic vi ion of the future, the technical
design could reflect the temporal shifts (anachronistically) in a structure modeled after cinematographic shots. In lhe opening scenes, for example, the
Romans and the Numantines could each occupy half of the stage, with the corresponding half lit during the dialogue of the two groups. The emblematic
scenes could be lit to distinguish them in some way from "present reality"
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while capturing their historical significance. The illumination and blocking
could progressively foreground the umantine citizens, "freeze" the moments
of their spiritual triumph, and present symbolically their suicidal tire. Musical
motifs could accentuate, as well, the transition from a dramatic equilibrium to
full glorification of the umantines.
The task of the playwright in La Numancia is not so much to create events
as to create a perspective for pre-existing events, to recreate history symbolically. In la vida es sueilo what preexist are the words-words that interpret
astrological igns-so that text and metatext must proceed from word to
action . The text is a test of the validity of signs, a test that visually demonstrates the stages of Segismundo's transformation from beast to philosopherprince.19 In la vida e.s sueilo, word only have meaning if they are sub tantiated by actions. Segismundo's lamentation on his lack of freedom (l,i) shows
the prisoner of the tower dressed in animal skins. He labels him elf a beast and
acts bestially, insulting his cousins and disposing of an arrogant palace servant
(11,iii). Rosaura's "mujer/ var6n" speech (111,iv) leads her to win Astolfo as a
woman by defeating Basilio as a warrior. Cladn corroborates his contention
that death is inescapable by dying on stage (Ill, v). Segismundo completes his
conversion through speech and action, by prostrating himself before his father
and giving up Rosaura (111,vi). The movement from linguistic to proxemic or
spatial codes is crucial, because the ultimate significance of the play depends
not on what the astrologers, the king, or even Segismundo ay, but on what
Segismundo does; speech here is conjecture, action is proof.
Discourse in La vida es sueilo does not progress- as do Segismundo and
Rosaura - from one status to another, and yet Calder6n's Baroque metalanguage is the ideal medium of expression for the play's message. The linguistic
codes foreground metaphor-metaphors within metaphors and successions of
metaphors-linking signifier and signified. The first words of the play,
Rosaura's angry cry to her horse, contain a metaphor subdivided into four
metaphors whose imagery is repeated - again metaphorically- in Segismundo's opening soliloquy. Also repeated is the image of the labyrinth . The
journey through this labyrinth shows us that the waylaid traveler i a woman,
that the orphan is Clotaldo's daughter, that the monster i a prince, that life is
a dream. The shifts from one realm to another-and from one perspective to
another-are encoded in a consistently and self-con ciously metaphorical language. The apparent dialectic between a static discourse and a plot dependent
on transformation is, appropriately, an illusion, because metaphor becomes
the rhet0rical analogue of the transformational process.
The three-act division, the spatial shifts from the tower to the palace, and
the interdependence of Segismundo and Rosaura frame the phases of the dramatic action. Setting, lighting, and costume design could emphasize the darkness and the solitude of the tower as opposed lo the brilliance of the court and
its inhabitants. Segismundo seeks-and finally finds- the light, occupying
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stage center with his father and accompanied by Rosaura, who stands between
Clotaldo and Astolfo. In La vida es sueflo, life is theater, metatheater, a
preview of eternal life, a dream within a dream. Man's roles are multiple and
directed toward a transcendent and unknowable point that will awaken him to
true reality. Event and discourse-as in El caballero de Olmedo - actualize the
metaphor, but in Calder6n's play text and metatext open rather than close the
figurative structure. In La Numancia, actualization takes the form of historical
recreation, synthesizing the pictorial, the historiographical, and the poetic. La
vida es sueflo goes beyond history to eternity, reflected metaphorically in a
changing and changeable here and now and stabilized by the power of the
analogue.
Each of the texts begins with a linguistic structure that interacts with the
non-verbal codes of the meta1ex1. El caballero de Olmedo u es its poetic force
to establish dramatic force. The spectator sees what the protagonist does not
see, and the play becomes an ironic spectacle of the word , an imertextual
acoustical performance in which the foregrounding of language and literature
requires that the other codes undermine their theatrical authority. Just as Don
Alonso subordinates the real to the poetic, the metatext subordinates the visual
experience to the spoken word. la Numancia brings the written word- the historical record- to the stage in an emblematic scenification that relies upon
poetic di course to initiate message production. The non-verbal codes represent history symbolically, juxtaposing temporal planes to poeticize and eternize hi torical events. At the base of both message and meta1ex1 is the paradox
of victory, expressed through reciprocally ironic discourse and action. The
Romans and the Numantines appear to speak and act the same, but the text
(and metatext) work to break the apparent balance. la vida es sueflo makes
Segismundo's conversion a function of the words that exist prior to the play's
action (the predictions of the astrologers and the decrees of Basilio) and of the
Baroque language that reproduces the conversion in rhetorical terms. If
Rosaura's well-being is dependent upon Segismundo's transformation, so too
is language dependent upon the visible signs of the transformation. In El
caballero de Olmedo, dramatic action amplifies and verifies metaphorical language, while in La Numancia the action conforms 10 history and to poetry, to
factual and atemporal codes. Cervantes' language occupies the middle ground
between the literal and the figurative. For Calder6n in la vida es sueflo, life
only has validity when perceived from the highest order, an order that makes
all else shadow, metaphor, dream. Action and language bring the world/ stage
metaphor lo fruition in the ideal space: on stage and in a vehicle that fully
acknowledges its illusory and referential quality. In this way, metatext supplies
markers for the reader or spectator 10 relate the analogue and its message to the
eternal realm, the final act of lire's dream and the final stage of the metaphor.
Through variations on dramatizing story and discourse, the three plays
illustrate one of a number of starting points for semiotic analysis. By stressing
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the performance potenlial of a written text, one can treat drama in its specific
milieu, add to the complex of signs, and perhaps shatter the illusion of incompatibility between stage and text. The written text retains its multiplicity and,
through the analogous relationship between critic and director, becomes the
foundation of a complementary and dialectical signifying system. In the
theater and in the semiotics of theater, the interplay is the thing, and this
interplay should provide new possibilitie and new topics for comedio
scholarship.
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